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Mary Todd Lincoln

Springfield - October 17, 1921.

Called on Dr. William Shurtleff.

Edward - delicately, late - handsome.

Myself viewed by Robert H. Lee at

Mrs. Shurtleff's house in S. in New

England. Some time ago I asked my

aunt to tell me of her experience.

Lafayette East

midway and a settlement,

country 2 intelligence - alcove

and stele - stile and all.

The invalid effect of all

in Pullman Co.

Confining my movements

in Ls health of self - control -

If no Ls slavery any.

Not every thought is good -
in ten years. I am not, My

intelligence in ten 

education.
Much better educated than Mrs. Edwards a stone distant in S. confirms my impressions of Mrs. E. S. Church de odgers. Not another like her in the scale.

I had impressions children played a fine deal at the Le
didn't like them q-
Next day that Bob had a favorite that had a
drew Minsky in these days a
big old kid used brom
stole a deal; he always had
five fishing lines. Didn't
been caught since day they
in a length of way to here
threw up at least the boy
always believed that —

had they been employed in any

spurious in Lincoln. — Hugh

Cleland told Lincoln. Cleve Orff

be liked to been her country

friends call him Abe. If

the personally possible tell

with — Thrust he buried himself

in study. None have been more

lean of one if we had been

truly at home.